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By reading this manual you will deeply know the device you bought and will have the chance to fully experience
its potential. Our sets are handmade. This is why you could find some sound and structural differences. This
testifies the handmade making of the product.

SUPER LEAD PLEXI is an open sounding Overdrive/Distortion pedal.
It differs from other similar overdrives because of a wider dynamic range: picking soft
or picking hard will actually yield a more natural and wider range of distortion, without
too much compression, common of traditional diode-clipped overdrives.
SUPER LEAD PLEXI creates complex overtones without changing the inherent
sound characteristic of whatever amp and guitar you're playing through.
SUPER LEAD PLEXI accomplishes its tube-like distortion through the unusual combination
of overdriving its JFET opamp, and no hard-clipping diodes later on in the circuit.
Because of its large amount of available output volume, SUPER LEAD PLEXI works great as a booster
in front of amps. It gives you the feeling that your amp is cranked at even living room volume.
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SUPER LEAD PLEXI is designed around a Class-A wired JFET and an
innovative power supply that doubles internally the 9Vdc supply.
These solutions combine high dynamic and rich overtones.
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The input works nicely with all types of pickups, isolating the input from everything
coming before the SUPER LEAD PLEXI in your signal chain, and giving the pedal
more touch-sensitivity than any other pedal with transistor input buffer.
Buffered output completely isolates the the pedal from the influence of everything following
it in the signal chain and allows much more sustain, even at low distortion settings.

SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal Input Level: -20 dBu
Input Impedance: 1 MΩ
Nominal Output Level: -20 dBu
Output Impedance: 1 KΩ
Recommended Load Impedance: 10 kΩ o maggiore
Controls:
ON/OFF Switch
HOTROD Switch
PRESENCE Switch
VOLUME Pot
BASS Pot
MIDDLE Pot
TREBLE Pot
GAIN Pot
Connectors:
INPUT & OUTPUT (MONO)
AC adaptor (DC 9V)
Power Supply: DC 9V / 9mA
DO NOT EXCEED INDICATED VOLTAGE, POWER CIRCUIT WILL BE DAMAGED!
Size: 100 (W) x 100 (D) x 40 (H) mm Weight: 250 g
Accessories: Owner's Manual, Soft Bag, Rubber Feet

CONTROLS

TONE Controls
VOLUME setting Pot

PRESENCE Switch:
When active, it
boost mediumhigh frequencies
GAIN (distortion)
setting pot

HOTROD Switch

EFFECT ON/OFF Switch

IMPORTANT INFO
WARNING!!
Before any kind of cleaning/manteinance operation, disconnect the appliance from the electric
power supply.
IMPORTANT INFO
-- Check that power supply electricity in use is the one indicated on the sticker on the rear panel of the
appliance;
-- The appliance must be earthed in conformity to the national previsions in force;
-- Do not throw water jets directly on the appliance;
-- Do not use water steams to clean the appliance;
-- Do not use solvents to clean the appliance, especially on serigraphy;
-- The manufacturer declines all responsibility for any kind of damage to persons, things and/or animals
resulting from a wrong use of the appliance;
-- The appliance conformity is proved by CE symbol on the rear side;
-- The manufacturer reserves the right to make any useful and essential change to the products without
compromise the main safety and working features;
-- Do not use the appliance barefoot;
-- Do not touch the appliance with wet or moist hands or feet;
-- Do not leave the appliance exposed to sun, rain, humidity ecc..
-- Do not allow children or incompetents to use the appliance;
-- Do not leave inflammable materials near the appliance;
-- The appliance repair may be done during the warranty period only by the manufacturer in our
laboratory, or by authorized staff, in conformity to the national previsions in force;
-- Control periodically all cables supplied with the appliance, if they result damaged, you have to replace
them immediately with another one with the same characteristics;
-- In case of damage contact the shop where you bought the appliance.

Please, fill out the warranty form you find on

w w w.brunetti.it
WARNING!!
Please refer to the manufacturer for all repairs and replacement to insure the working of the product.
It does not exist service centres licensed by Brunetti Marco & C. The manufacturer declines all
responsibility for malfunctioning due to assistance not provided or authorized by Brunetti & C.

Brunetti Marco & C. S.a.s
Via De' Bonomini, 25/27
41100 MODENA ITALIA
Telefono: +39 059 243404
Fax: +39 059 216464
e-mail: info@brunetti.it (commercial)
e-mail: support@brunetti.it (technical)
www.brunetti.it
www.brunetti.it/forum

